
How to

prioritise

LET'S SLAY NOT SCRAMBLE



Prioritisation is...

Deciding in what order tackle tasks

Essential to managing time well

Seeing bigger picture and finer

details

Working smart, not “busy” and

avoiding chaos and missed

opportunities and deadlines



Prioritsaion is

important for

your chill

When prioritisation is handled
well, you’ll feel less reactive and
more focused and intentional. 

 
The aim is to complete work thatsignifies true progress, and let allthe rest – all the ‘busyness’ – fall

by the wayside. 



Availability 

Macro

Factors

We are a service-orientated

business built on collaboration.

We communicate a lot and

cannot be unavailable for

extended periods.

Expected unplanned requests



You can’t do

everything in 

a day

Be realistic about what you commit to

otherwise you’ll create false expectations of

those around you, and you’ll constantly feel

as if you’re falling behind.

"You don’t have to complete a poem, you just

have to turn your face towards it" - David

Whyte

Know your limits



Don't try. 

Observe yourself and appreciate the

simplicty of doing one thing properly.

Nobody can multitask

Nobody.



Bursts of small things to move

on and tie up need to happen

regularly

Do deep thinking in a block,

when you can focus

Goals

 Know thyself

Pick your time
Everything we do is for larger

goals, bear those in mind

Be conscious of areas you’d like

to grow in



How to

prioritise

Know what’s on

your plate

Make a

comprehensive list

Consider the full

life of a task

Where it comes

from and when

Where it goes to

next and how to

prepare it best

Your deadlines and

end deadlines

Estimate time

Think about how

long it should and

could take you.

 Be real with

yourself



Weighing up

importance and

urgency

Important

Not 
important

Not 

urgent

Urgent

Urgent and important: 

These tasks should be done first

Important but not urgent: 

Block off time in your diary to

get this done, without

interruption

Urgent but unimportant: 

Delegate or defer

Neither urgent or important: 

Remove from your to-do list



Decide 

non-negotiables

A separate list of just three tasks

that must be done that day. 

These tasks should be chosen more

for their importance than their

urgency. 



Social Media

Managers

How do I attend to

accounts’ progress and

meet deadlines?

Deciding questions

Social Media Managers task workshop



Project

Managers

How do I best keep this

project moving and not

drop any other balls?

Deciding questions

Project Managers task workshop



Fin


